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ABOUT MARSHALL
Marshall is a true rock legend. A distinct and expressive sound combined with an iconic stage presence that 
has inspired music fans around the world for over five decades. This unparalleled amount of wisdom has been 
distilled and fused into every part of Marshall headphones and speakers. Nothing has been compromised when 
expanding the Marshall heritage of big stage performance to the individual enjoyment of good music.

The legacy began in a small Hanwell drum shop in 1962, where Jim Marshall sought to give a bunch of then-local 

guitarists the sound they wanted – a sound that was harder, crunchier and more rich. The result was the JTM45, 
an amp that reverberated with a sound that was much heavier than anything ever heard before. In a twist of 
rock and roll fate – those guitarists, much like the Marshall name, would go on to revolutionise music forever.
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For more details contact your local press agency or visit marshallheadphones.com

THE MARSHALL PORTABLE SPEAKER RANGE IS 
EXPANDING JUST IN TIME FOR SUMMER. JOINING 
THE POPULAR KILBURN II WILL BE THE UPGRADED 
STOCKWELL II – THE SMALLEST PORTABLE SPEAKER 
IN THE RANGE – AS WELL AS THE ALL-NEW TUFTON 
– THE LARGEST OF THE TRIO. THE NEW PORTABLE 
RANGE FROM MARSHALL WILL BE AVAILABLE 
GLOBALLY ON 7TH MAY.

ABOUT THE PORTABLE SPEAKER RANGE
Since 1962, the iconic sound of Marshall has been 
carried across the globe. From the first hundred-watt 
stacks pioneered by Jim Marshall, to today’s state-
of-the-art amplifiers, and now the compact portable 
speaker range. The sonic evolution of Marshall 
continues its tireless march across the world.

Being on tour for more than half a century provides 
an unrivaled insight into knowing what works on the 
road. Each speaker in the Marshall portable range 
delivers more than 20 hours of wireless listening 
at a range of 30 feet (10 metres), and produces a 
bold, powerful sound that is synonymous with the 
Marshall name. Echoing the legacy of rock ‘n’ roll, 
the product range design features a microphone 
inspired metal grille, a guitar inspired carry strap 
and the iconic Marshall script logo.

The Blumlein Stereo construction of each portable 
speaker delivers a multi-directional sound that 

will immerse you in your music, indoors or out. Each 
speaker in the range features multi-host functionality, 
perfect when you’re on the road with friends and 
want to take turns playing music, a visual battery 
indicator to let you know how much power is left and 
analogue control knobs to fine-tune your sound. Solid 
and roadworthy, these speakers are a testament to 
Marshall’s dedication to pushing audio boundaries. 

NEW – STOCKWELL II TRAVELS LIGHT AND SOUNDS 
HEAVY. STOCKWELL II COMES IN EITHER BLACK 
OR GREY.
Built for life on the road, this compact portable 
speaker offers Bluetooth 5.0. Despite its pint-sized 
frame, Stockwell II offers a multi-directional sound 
that’s brilliantly powerful and clear. Its roadworthy 
construction with a silicon exterior and IPX4 water-
resistant rating make it extremely rugged and 
durable. Stockwell II has a power bank feature to 
charge your devices while you’re on the road, as well 
as quick charging capabilities. Twenty minutes gives 
you 6 hours of portable playtime. Bring it with you 
wherever the long road leads.  

KILBURN II IS A STOUT-HEARTED HERO. KILBURN II 
IS NOW AVAILABLE IN A NEW GREY COLOURWAY.
Get on the road with Kilburn II. Free from the confines of 
wires and cords, this stout-hearted hero offers a larger 
than life multi-directional sound. Its water-resistant 

design (IPX2) makes it supremely rugged and durable. 
Charge Kilburn II in a flash. Twenty minutes gives 
you 3 hours of portable playtime. Kilburn II is able to 
withstand even the longest days on the road. 

NEW – TUFTON IS THE KING OF THE ROAD. TUFTON 
IS AVAILABLE IN THE BLACK COLOURWAY.
Bring the show on the road with Tufton, the mightiest 
portable speaker from Marshall and one of the 
largest portable speakers on the CE market. This 
commanding speaker offers Bluetooth 5.0 and 
utilises Blumlein Stereo Sound construction for a 
multi-directional experience that will immerse you in 
your music, indoors or out.  It has an IPX2 rating and 
flush mounted corner caps to make it rugged and 
roadworthy. Charge Tufton in a flash. Twenty minutes 
gives you 4 hours of portable playtime. Tufton is 
a behemoth of sound able to entertain your entire 
home, or the entire park.

MANUFACTURER’S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE

STOCKWELL II: ....................................219,99 GBP
KILBURN II: ............................................. 269 GBP
TUFTON: ..............................................349,99 GBP

HIT THE ROAD
WITH THE NEW PORTABLE SPEAKER RANGE FROM MARSHALL

BLUETOOTH 5.0 aptX 
CONNECTIVITY

20+ HOURS OF
PORTABLE PLAYTIME

DURABLE AND
ROADWORTHY DESIGN

MULTI-HOST
FUNCTIONALITY

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL
SOUND

WATER-RESISTANT 
DESIGN


